
Fiction for music fans: a selection from AHS Library 

 

TITLE AUTHOR A LITTLE BIT ABOUT IT… 
‘Candy Pop’  Lauren Laverne  Written by the radio presenter.                

Candy’s plan?  achieve world domination 
with her band  

‘Dear Dylan’ Siobhan Curham Georgie sends emails to her favourite 
musician…and he replies! 

‘Fat Kid Rules The World’ K.L. Going When Curt (skinny punk guitar genius) 
stops Troy (hugely overweight social leper) 
from committing suicide, it’s the start of a 
very unlikely friendship. 

‘Fifteen Minute Bob’ Catherine Forde “The music novel for today’s ipod 
generation”  

‘Girl, Aloud’ Emily Gale Kass is pushed into the spotlight after 
auditioning for X-Factor. 

‘Guitar Girl’ Sarra Manning Molly feels like a real rock star… find out 
what it costs her. 

‘Loving Danny’  Hilary Freeman Meet Danny: “a mysterious and intense 
musician”. A passionate but unsettling 
romance…  

‘Nick and Norah’s Infinite 
Playlist’ 

Rachel Cohn & David 
Levithan  

Music, laughter, heartache and confusion. 
Also a film with an awesome soundtrack! 

‘Playground’ 50 Cent  Written about the rapper. Inspired by his 
upbringing, a book about bullying   

‘Pop!’ Catherine Bruton “Billy Elliot meets the X-Factor meets 
Shamless!” 

‘Strings Attached’ Judy Blundell Experience New York and the glamour of 
Broadway as Kit tries to make her mark in 
showbiz.  

‘Struts and Frets’ Jon Skovron “read this book if you like music and hate 
posers” 

‘Superstar High’ (2 books in 
the series) 

Isabella Cass Follows three girls who attend the Garrick 
School of Performing Arts. 

‘The Bex factor’ Simon Packham For fans of reality TV talent shows. 

‘Virtuosity’ Jessica Martinez About classical music, competition and 
making big decisions. 

 



Senior Fiction for music fans: a wee selection from AHS Library  

 

 

6X (two books in the series) Nina Malkin Two novels about an American  superband; 
the up close and personal inside story. 

‘Absolute Beginners’ Colin MacInnes  Mods, sex, drugs, rock’n’roll, race riots.  
London, 1958 

‘An Equal Music’ Vikram Seth “a book about love, about the love of a 
woman lost and found and lost again; it is a 
book about music and how the love of 
music can run like a passionate fugue 
through a life” 

‘High Fidelity’  Nick Hornby AMAZING! A lot about records. Also a great 
film with John Cusack and Jack Black! 

‘I wanna be your Joey 
Ramone’  

Stephanie Kuehnert A whole lot of PUNK.  

‘Reservation Blues: A Novel’ Sherman Alexia “Blues are biting, sharp and timeless as 
any by Robert Johnson or Bessie Smith” 

‘The Commitments’ Roddy Doyle Ireland, music and comedy.  
Inspired the hit film of the same name.  

 


